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An understanding of nanoparticle growth is significant for con-

trolled synthesis of nanomaterials with desired physical and chemi-

cal properties. Here we report the in situ study of platinum-nickel

alloy nanoparticle growth using in situ liquid cell transmission

electron microscopy (TEM). The observation revealed that Ni den-

drites can form at the beginning and subsequently PtNi nano-

particles nucleate and grow by consumption of the Ni dendrites.

The resulting PtNi alloy nanoparticles have a narrow size distri-

bution with an average diameter of 3.7 nm, which are smaller than

those obtained via classical solution growth. This work shed light

on using such a unique growth pathway for the synthesis of novel

nanoparticles.

Platinum based alloy nanostructures, Pt–M (M = Co, Ni, Fe,
etc.), have attracted attention in recent years due to their
potential use in biosensor devices,1 fuel cells,2 solar cells,3

magnetic data storage devices,4,5 and in the field of catalysis.6,7

Platinum based nanoparticles often have novel optical, elec-
tronic, magnetic and catalytic properties that are related to
their size, shape and structure.8–10 Understanding nanocrystal
formation is essential for controlled synthesis of nanocrystals

with the desired morphology and structure dependent physical
and chemical properties.

Nanoparticles with varying size and morphology have been
synthesized in solution.11,12 Several models have been devel-
oped to understand nanoparticle growth, such as LaMer
model,13,14 Ostwald ripening,15 Finke–Watzky mechanism,16

coalescence17 and orientated attachment,18 and intraparticle
growth.19,20 In this paper, we report a unique pathway of PtNi
nanoparticle formation that has not been observed previously
and cannot be explained by these models to the best of our
knowledge.

In situ liquid cell transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
has been used to directly observe nanoparticle growth trajec-
tories in liquids in real time with high spatial resolution.20,21

The technique can provide key information about nanoparticle
formation mechanisms. Besides imaging of nanoparticle
growth,22,23 liquid cell TEM has been used to study nano-
particle self-assembly,24 electrochemical deposition,25 and bio-
logical materials in liquid water.26 In our previous work,27 we
obtained core–shell PtNi–Ni nanoparticles by liquid cell TEM.
Here, we use liquid cell TEM to further study Pt–Ni alloy nano-
particles using a higher solute concentration, of interest
because of their excellent catalytic properties.

All chemicals were used as-received from Sigma-Aldrich Co.,
including Pt(acetylacetonate)2 (99%, Pt(acac)2), Ni(acetyl-
acetonate)2 (99%, Ni(acac)2), oleylamine(98%), oleic acid (99%),
and benzyl ether (99%). The growth solution used was
0.3 mmol of Pt(acac)2 and Ni(acac)2 in total as precursors and
the ratio of Pt : Ni was 1 : 1. We prepared the growth solution by
dissolving Pt(acac)2, Ni(acac)2 in 0.3 ml benzyl ether in the pres-
ence of 5.4 ml oleylamine and 0.6 ml, 0.3 ml, 0.1 ml oleic acid
(total 6.3 ml, 6 ml, 5.8 ml solution). The chemicals were heated
to 50 °C under magnetic stirring for 1 hour in order to obtain a
homogenous mixture. Heating slightly above room temperature
facilitates dissolution but no particle growth is initiated. This
uniform solution was used for liquid cell loading.

About 100 nanoliters of growth solution was loaded into a
liquid cell by capillary force forming a thin liquid layer sand-
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wiched between two silicon nitride membranes.17 The in situ
TEM studies were performed using a JEOL 3010 TEM with a
LaB6 cathode operating at 300 kV. Nucleation and growth was
initiated by the electron beam and the electron beam dose rate
in the range of 2000–4500 e− Å−2 s−1. Inside each liquid cell
several movies were recorded in different locations.
Complimentary ex situ TEM studies were performed using a
FEI F20 Tecnai instrument equipped with a Gatan image filter
operating at 200 kV, a FEI 80–300 Titan operating at 200 kV
with a Bruker Quantax energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometry
(EDS) detector and a JEOL ARM200F Cs Corrected S/TEM with
electron energy loss spectrometer (EELS). Detailed descrip-
tions of liquid cell preparation and imaging conditions can be
found in the ESI.†

When Pt(acac)2 and Ni(acac)2 dissolved in 0.3 ml benzyl
ether in the presence of 5.4 ml oleylamine and 0.6 ml oleic
acid (total 6.3 ml solution), the solute concentration was 0.045
M, we obtained PtNi nanoparticles directly (see ESI Movie
S1†). When Pt(acac)2 and Ni(acac)2 dissolved in 0.3 ml benzyl
ether in the presence of 5.4 ml oleylamine and 0.3 ml oleic
acid, the solute concentration was 0.05 M, we observed a two-
stage growth of PtNi nanoparticles, including the initial for-
mation of Ni dendrites and the subsequent growth of PtNi
alloy nanoparticles. When Pt(acac)2 and Ni(acac)2 dissolved in
0.3 ml benzyl ether in the presence of 5.4 ml oleylamine and
0.1 ml oleic acid and the solute concentration was 0.052 M, we
also obtained the similar two-stage growth of PtNi nano-
particles. So, the critical concentration for the two-stage
growth should be a range between 0.045 M and 0.05 M. All the
above experiments performed under an electron beam dose
rate of 3510 e− Å−2 s−1. We have changed the electron beam
dose rate in the range of 2000–4500 e− Å−2 s−1 and found that
the dendrite and followed nanoparticles growth speed
increased with the increase of electron beam dose rate, which
has less effect on the morphologies of dendrite and the fol-
lowed nanoparticles.

The two-step growth behaviour and the growth kinetics are
shown in Fig. 1 (also see ESI Movie S2†). Sequential images
show the development of Ni dendrites from nanoparticles
during the early stage followed by the formation of many PtNi
nanoparticles in the central regions of the dendrites. The area
of the Ni dendrite changes with time and is plotted in Fig. 1B,
which shows that dendrites grow quickly and their area
increases to approximately 9710 nm2 in 40 seconds. The
number of PtNi nanoparticles and the particle size evolution
are plotted as a function of time in Fig. 1C with black and blue
lines, respectively. Most nanoparticles grow by atomic attach-
ment forming spheres, while some nanoparticles coalesce with
one or more neighbor particles experiencing shape changes.
All PtNi nanoparticles are of spherical shape eventually. The
growth of PtNi nanoparticles proceeds by consuming the Ni
dendrites gradually. In the end, only the outer parts of the Ni
dendrite remain.

The kinetics of particle growth follows R/R0 ∼ tβ, where R is
the radius of nanoparticle, R0 is the critical radius of nuclei of
nanoparticle, and β is the growth exponent.28 The average

growth exponent of the nanoparticles, β, is calculated to be
0.14 (Fig. 1C blue), falling in the region of diffusion-limited
growth of the Lifshitz–Slyozoy–Wagner model.28 This type of
growth is consistent with other reports on nanoparticle growth
in a TEM liquid cell.29,30 Fig. 1D shows the particle size distri-
bution, where an average diameter of 3.7 nm is obtained.

Fig. 2 shows that at the initial stage dendritic nano-
structures are formed (also see ESI Movie S2†). The selected
area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern of the dendrites (in
Fig. 2A) best matches with the Joint Committee on Powder
Diffraction Standards (JCPDS) card 45-1027 (also see ESI
Fig. S1 and Table S1†), a hexagonal Ni structure.31 We further
performed electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS), which
shows the Ni L-edge from a dendrite is consistent with that of
the Ni L3–L2 edge (Fig. 2C).

32

Fig. 3 shows the X-ray energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS)
maps of the dendrites and the initial formation of PtNi nano-
particles at the center and corners of the Ni dendrites. In the

Fig. 1 Growth trajectory during the two-stage dendritic pathway
resulting in PtNi nanoparticles. (A) Sequential images captured during
the growth process; (B) area of dendrite versus time; (C) plot of particle
numbers (black dot) and particle size evolution (blue square) as a func-
tion of time; (D) size distribution of nanoparticles.

Fig. 2 Ni dendrite (A) TEM; (B) SAED of dendrite region; (C) measured
EELS spectrum from dendrite showing the Ni L-edge of dendrite in (A)
synthesized in the initial stage (blue) and a reference Ni L3–L2 edge
(black, bottom spectrum, ref. 32).
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initial stage, the dendrite formed (shown in Fig. 3A). Ni is dis-
tributed throughout the entire dendrite, while Pt can be found
in the central regions corresponding to the bright contrast
observed in the high angle annular dark field (HAADF) image
(Fig. 3B). From the high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) images and
the inset fast Fourier transform (FFT) images (Fig. 3C), the
dendrites are observed to have a hexagonal structure (see ESI
Fig. S2 and S3†). Fig. 3C shows that the Ni hexagonal structure
still existed at the outer edge of dendrite simultaneously
during the transformation of Ni to PtNi.

Further EDS mapping of the nanoparticles converted from
dendrites shows the presence of both Pt and Ni (Fig. 4A). In
the residue dendrite, only Ni was detected with a diffraction
pattern that is consistent with the Ni hexagonal structure. By
fitting the Pt L-edge peak and the Ni K-edge peak of the PtNi
nanoparticles, we quantify the composition using Cliff-
Lorimer factors to account for the scattering cross-sections of
the X-ray peaks.33 The results show that the Pt : Ni ratio is
approximately 1 : 1 (see ESI Table S2†). HRTEM images of a
large number of nanoparticles (Fig. 4B as examples) show PtNi
nanoparticles have monocrystalline structure and an interpla-

nar spacing of 0.2193 nm, which matches the (111) facet of
cubic PtNi (JCPDS card (65-9445).34

In Fig. 5, the cartoon images highlight the sequential reac-
tions and PtNi nanoparticle growth pathway. In the beginning
Ni dendrites formed (steps I and II). Subsequently, PtNi nano-
particles were formed by consuming Ni dendrites (step III). The
nucleation of PtNi was initiated by the reduction of Pt2+ to Pt0.
Oleylamine ligands (R-NH2) prefer to bond to Pt which catalyzes
the electron transfer between oleylamine and the metal ions,35

and Ni can be converted to PtNi. PtNi nanoparticles are found at
the central regions of the Ni dendrites, especially at the edges or
angular parts, which is likely due to the higher energy at the
edge of dendrites with a high concentration of grain boundaries.

The observed synthesis pathway for PtNi nanoparticles is
clearly different than the classical nucleation and growth of col-
loidal nanoparticles from solution, where nuclei that are larger
than a critical size grow to form nanoparticles.27,35–37 In our pre-
viously studied PtNi–Ni growth in a liquid cell,27 nucleation and
growth of core–shell PtNi–Ni nanoparticles was observed in the
PtNi system as described by the following steps. First Pt clusters’
nucleation is initiated by focusing the electron beam. The Pt2+

ions are reduced to platinum metal by the assistance of oleyla-
mine or by the solvated free-electrons from inelastic scattering of
the incident electron beam.27 And then Ni2+ ions are reduced
with Pt atom catalyzation and oleylamine reduction and formed
PtNi alloy nanoparticles. When the Pt is depleted in the precur-

Fig. 4 Fully formed PtNi nanoparticles. (A) HAADF image and EDS
elemental maps of Ni, Pt and composite of Ni and Pt, (B) HRTEM for the
nanoparticles formed in the center of the dendrite from Fig. 3(A), B I
shows the facet (111) for cubic PtNi and B II shows the facet (200) for
cubic PtNi.

Fig. 5 Schematic illustration of the growth pathway of PtNi nano-
particles from Ni dendrites.

Fig. 3 STEM-HAADF image and elemental EDS maps for (A) a small
dendrite, (B) part of a large dendrite with Pt–Ni nanoparticle. (C) TEM
image and HRTEM of the remaining Ni dendrite of white squares (I and
II, in set FFT image) in the second stage under the electron beam
irradiation of the precursor solution.
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sor solution, the core size is defined and then the Ni sheath
forms. In contrast to the core–shell PtNi–Ni pathway, the Pt–Ni
nanoparticle pathway in this work starts with an initial depo-
sition of Ni in the form of dendrites. This is probably because of
the higher solute concentration and phase spinodal in the pre-
cursor solution.38,39 The precursor solution heated to 50 °C
under magnetic stirring for 1 hour in this work was uniform
initially and has a far higher concentration than the room-temp-
erature saturation concentration of Ni(acac)2 and Pt(acac)2 in the
solvent of benzyl ether, oleic acid and oleylamine. Thus, it is
reasonable that nickel-platinum binary system is within its spino-
dal region.38 As described in ref. 38, the solution with much
higher supersaturations near the spinodal lost all resemblance to
a classical nucleus. For example, the free energy approaches zero
and no part of the nucleus is even approximately homogeneous.
Under the electron beam irradiation, the supersaturated solution
demixed into nickel-rich and nickel-poor phase by spinodal
decomposition. The nickel ions in the nickel-rich area got elec-
trons and formed atoms. And then nickel atoms nucleated, grew
rapidly and formed anisotropic dendrites, which is consistent
with the observed fast growth of Ni dendrites.

We have ever changed the electron beam dose rate in the
range of 2000–4500 e− Å−2 s−1 and found that the dendrite and
followed nanoparticles growth speed increased with the
increase of electron beam dose rate. The electron beam dose
rate in this work has less effect on the morphologies of den-
drites and the followed nanoparticles.

In conclusion, we observed a novel two-stage growth mecha-
nism of Pt–Ni binary alloy nanostructures. PtNi nanoparticles
can be synthesized using colloidal chemistry and electron
beam initiation in the TEM. The growth pathway follows den-
dritic growth of Ni followed by precipitation of PtNi binary
alloy nanoparticles in the center of the Ni dendrites.
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